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Institutional Distinctiveness 

Amitsar Group of Colleges is a self-financing. quality conscious and trend setting Institute with 
tocus on providing opportunities for development of human potentials for every segment of 
society. The Institute situated in the border belt of state of Punjab over about 10.5 acres of land 

and has best of Infrastructure and academic facilities with highly qualified and experienced staft. 

The Vision of this Institute is to 'Produce engineers with highest caliber by imparting technical 
education through innovative and analytical approach with an objective to create valuable 
resources for industry and society'. The measure of the successful implementation of the teaching 
learning process and realization of our vision ultimately can be monitored by evaluating the 
successful outcomes of the graduates in terms of their placements, higher education or pursuing 

entrepreneurship. this direction. this institute not only imparts excellence in technical 
knowledge but also supports the students at various levels during their graduation to enhance their 

Institute has Student Mentorship Program (SMP) under which 20-30 student are assigned to faculty 
mentor right at the time of admission, who mentor students' performance during the complete 
course of the student. 

Special attention has been given to Communication skills of the students. Professional English and 
Aptitude courses have been introduced to improve the communication skills of the students and 

aptitude for their better placements. 
To build confidence among the students various societies and chapters were established in the 

college like Students Chapter of Indian Society for Technical Education (1STE), Chapter of Society 
for Automotive Engineers (SAE) etc. These societies were primarily focused on organizing various 
activities including debates, declamations, quizzes, paper presentations. extempore etc. The events 
under these societies are organized by the students under the guidance of faculty advisor(s). 

The Institute has National Service Scheme (NSS) unit in its campus which organizes activities to 
address social problems like prevention of female feticide. drug de- addiction, general hygiene and 
cleanliness etc. thereby giving the student members a connect with their community and also 
bridging the gap between the urban and the rural. 

All these efforts were made to enhance the overall personality of the students in addition to their 
academic learning. 

soft and professional skills. 



In terms of placement. AGC boasts of not only a steady stream of campus recruiters but we have 
also assurances for future tie-ups and recruitment opportunities for our students. Many of the 
students could be located on the worldwide map serving at top positions or running their own 
successful ventures. 

The teacher-students interaction process for student development and participation in various 

activities is looked up (by Head of departments & Incharges of various societies of the 

departmcnts) to encourage students participation in Hackathons. Techfests. & university/nationally 

recognized competitions ete. Students have proved their talents by winning various prizes in many 
events at various levels. The final measure of the success of the vision is the excellent Placement 

record of the institute. 

The vision and mission statements of AGC are highlighting its distinctness and are placed 
prominently on the institute website. 
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